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Introduction
In the current competitive and uncertain environment, the flexibility of supply chain is crucial in satisfying customers' changing needs (Ndubisi et al., 2005) . The short-term objective of Supply Chain Management (SCM) is primarily to increase productivity and reduce the entire inventory and the total cycle time, whereas the long-term objective is to increase customer satisfaction, market share and profits for all organisations in the supply chain. To accomplish these objectives, tight coordination among the organisations in supply chain is needed (Lee et al., 2001 ). Ghodsypour and O'Brien (1998) declare that in manufacturing industries the raw materials and component parts can equal up to 70% of the product cost. In such circumstances, the purchasing department can play a key role in cost reduction by selecting good suppliers. Kuo et al. (2010a) addressed that the supply chain is an extension of logistics, which is mostly focused on related actions of physical products. Theoretically, SCM consists of several connected logistics systems, which integrate the product and service moving into a system and create a continuous and seamless linking. Also, all the actions from raw materials to end customers for merchandises are fully coordinated. Because of such coordination, all the members inside the supply chain will be affected by other chain members either directly or indirectly. For instance, if upstream supplier provides defective raw materials, this will result in producing defective final products for downstream manufacturer. Definitely, this will also reduce the customer satisfaction. Therefore, it is very important to select suitable suppliers to overcome these problems. Regarding the supplier selection, some indicators like production capacity, financial capability, quality, etc., should be taken into account. Otherwise, supplier selection problem may become organisation's crisis. In summary, supplier selection is the process by which suppliers are studied, evaluated and selected to become associated with the supply chain of company (Farzipoor Saen, 2008a; Azadi et al., 2012; Noorizadeh et al., 2011) . This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, literature review is presented. Section 3 introduces the proposed method, which is used to rank suppliers. A numerical example and managerial implications are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Literature review
Some approaches have been used for supplier selection in the past. Lee et al. (2001) used Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for supplier selection and suggested a methodology leading to effective supplier management processes utilising information obtained from the supplier selection processes. For this methodology, Lee et al. (2001) proposed the Supplier Selection and Management System (SSMS) that includes purchasing strategy system, supplier selection system and supplier management system. Wang et al. (2004) developed an integrated AHP and pre-emptive Goal Programming (GP)-based Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methodology to select the best set of multiple suppliers to satisfy capacity constraint. Hajidimitriou and Georgiou (2002) presented a quantitative model, based on the GP technique, which uses appropriate criteria to evaluate potential candidates and leads to the selection of the optimal partner (supplier). Sarkis and Talluri (2002) believed that, supplier evaluation factors would influence each other, and the internal interdependency need to be considered in the evaluation process. The authors applied Analytic Network Process (ANP) to evaluate and select the best supplier with respect to organisational factors and strategic performance metrics, which consist of seven evaluating criteria. Lin (2009) suggested an integrated Fuzzy Analytic Network Process-Multi Objective Linear Programming (FANP-MOLP) approach for identifying top suppliers by considering the effects of interdependence among the selection criteria, as well as to achieve optimal allocation of orders among the selected suppliers. Vinodh et al. (2011) used fuzzy ANP approach for the supplier selection process in an Indian electronics switches manufacturing company. Faez et al. (2009) proposed vendor selection and order allocation using an integrated fuzzy Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and mixed integer programming model. Kuo et al. (2010b) proposed integration of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)-based Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for supplier selection. This study is intended to develop an intelligent supplier decision-support system, which is able to consider both the quantitative and the qualitative factors. It is composed of
• the collection of quantitative data such as profit and productivity
• a PSO-based FNN to derive the rules for qualitative data
• a decision integration model for integrating both the quantitative data and the fuzzy knowledge decision to achieve the optimal decision.
In addition, fuzzy logic approaches are used for supplier selection problem (Lee, 2008; Wanga et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008) . Kuo et al. (2010c) developed a green supplier selection model, which integrates ANN and two Multi-Attribute Decision Analysis (MADA) methods: DEA and ANP. It is called ANN-MADA hybrid method. ANN-MADA hybrid method considers both practicality in traditional supplier selection criteria and environmental regulations. Amin et al. (2011) proposed a decisional model for supplier selection, which consists of two phases. In the first phase, quantified Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis are applied for evaluating suppliers. The linguistic variables and triangular fuzzy numbers are used to quantify variables. In the second phase, a fuzzy linear programming model is applied to determine the order quantity. Sarkar and Mohapatra (2006) used the performance and the capability as two major measures in the supplier evaluation and selection problem. The authors used the fuzzy set approach to account for the imprecision involved in numerous subjective characteristics of suppliers. A hypothetical case was adopted to illustrate how the two best suppliers were selected with respect to four performance-based and 10 capability-based factors. Choy et al. (2004) discussed an intelligent supplier relationship management system integrating a company's Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, supplier rating system and product coding system by the CBR technique to select preferred suppliers during the new product development process. To develop a flexible data access framework, and to support the partner selection activity, the combination of online analytical processing and CBR was proposed by Lau et al. (2005) . Narasimhan and Stoynoff (1986) applied a single objective, mixed integer programming model to a large manufacturing firm in the Midwest to optimise the allocation procurement for a group of suppliers. Mendoza and Ventura (2010) proposed a mixed integer non-linear programming model to determine an optimal inventory policy that coordinates the transfer of items between different stages of a serial supply chain, while properly allocating orders to selected suppliers. Talluri and Baker (2002) presented a multi-phase mathematical programming approach for effective supply chain design. More specifically, they developed and applied a combination of multi-criteria efficiency models, based on game theory concepts, and linear and integer programming methods. Cormican and Cunningham (2007) discovered that reducing the number and improving the quality of suppliers resulted in increased quality, reduced lead time and a reduction in the number of errors and defects, by evaluating supplier performance from a large multinational organisation. Berger et al. (2004) considered risks associated with a supplier network, which include catastrophic super events that affect all suppliers, as well as unique events that impact only one single supplier, and then present a Decision-Tree (DT)-based model to help determine the optimal number of suppliers needed for the buying firm. Weber (1996) applied DEA in supplier evaluation for an individual product and demonstrated the advantages of applying DEA to such a system. In this study, the criteria for selecting suppliers were significant reductions in costs, late deliveries and rejected materials. Weber et al. (2000) also presented an approach for evaluating the number of suppliers to employ in a procurement situation using Multi Objective Programming (MOP) and DEA. Farzipoor Saen (2007) proposed a model for determining relative efficiency of slightly non-homogeneous suppliers, in which some suppliers do not comprehensively have all common inputs or all common outputs. As well, Farzipoor Saen (2008b) proposed an innovative algorithm for ranking suppliers in the presence of volume discount offers, with regard to various criteria, based on the super-efficiency DEA model. Wu (2009) used DEA, DTs and Neural Networks (NN) to assess suppliers' performance. The model consists of two modules: Module 1 applies DEA and classifies suppliers into efficient and inefficient clusters based on the resulting efficiency scores. Module 2 utilises firm performance-related data to train DT, neural networks model and apply the trained DT model to new suppliers. Kang and Lee (2010) suggested a supplier performance evaluation model based on AHP and DEA methods. In their study, DEA is applied first to evaluate quantitative factors, and the results are transformed into pairwise comparison values for AHP analysis. Qualitative factors are also evaluated through AHP analysis, and a final ranking of suppliers obtained by combining the quantitative and qualitative results. Jafari Songhori et al. (2011) presented a structured framework for solving the supplier evaluation and order allocation problem. They used DEA and multi-objective mixed integer programming with two objectives for minimising the total costs and maximising the overall efficiencies subject to a set of capacity, demand, storage and lead time constraints.
In this paper, DEA as a non-parametric and multiple criteria decision-making tool is used for ranking suppliers. DEA was first introduced by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) in 1978 and it is a linear-programming-based methodology that uses multiple inputs and multiple outputs to calculate efficiency scores. The efficiency score for each Decision Making Unit (DMU) is defined as a weighted sum of outputs divided by a weighted sum of inputs, where all efficiencies are restricted to a range from 0 to 1. To avoid the potential difficulty in assigning these weights among various DMUs, a DEA model computes weights that give the highest possible relative efficiency score to a DMU while keeping the efficiency scores of all DMUs less than or equal to one under the same set of weights (Liu et al., 2000) . Wong and Wong (2008) listed some advantages of DEA as follows:
• DEA is an effective tool for evaluating the relative efficiency of DMUs in the presence of multiple performance measures.
• DEA is able to address the complexity arising from the lack of a common scale of measurement. Business processes often involve quantitative measures (i.e., money, time) as well as qualitative measures (i.e., customer relations and employee commitment). DEA inherits the feature that permits the inclusion of qualitative data in performance analysis. Furthermore, it allows management to analyse simultaneously a relatively large number of inputs and outputs measured on different scales.
• In DEA, one does not need to assume a priori the existence of a particular production function for weighting and aggregating inputs or outputs.
• The objectivity stemming from DEA weighting variables during the optimisation procedure frees the analysis from subjective estimates and randomness. This increases the acceptability of its results by affected parties.
The above-mentioned features of DEA make it suitable and motivated us to use it for supplier selection problem. However, sometimes in suppliers' evaluation problem, there may exist some criteria that should be considered as undesirable outputs. In accordance with the global environmental conservation awareness, undesirable outputs of productions and social activities, e.g., air pollutants and hazardous wastes, are being increasingly recognised as dangerous and undesirable. Thus, development of technologies with less undesirable outputs is an important subject of concern in every area of production. DEA usually assumes that producing more outputs relative to fewer inputs is a criterion of efficiency. However, in the presence of undesirable outputs, DMUs with more good (desirable) outputs and less bad (undesirable) outputs relative to less inputs should be recognised as efficient (Cooper et al., 2007) .
To treat desirable and undesirable outputs simultaneously for efficiency evaluation, Färe et al. (1989) introduced a non-linear programming problem. Scheel (2001) proposed some radial measures, which assume that any change of the output level will involve both undesirable and desirable outputs. Jahanshahloo et al. (2005) presented an approach to treat both undesirable inputs and outputs simultaneously in non-radial DEA models. Seiford and Zhu (2002) proposed a DEA model, in the presence of undesirable outputs, to improve the performance via increasing the desirable outputs and decreasing the undesirable outputs. Korhonen and Luptacik (2004) used DEA to measure the eco-efficiency of 24 coal-fired power plants in a European country. They treated productions emissions directly as inputs in the sense that they wanted to increase desirable outputs and decrease pollutants and inputs. Yang and Pollitt (2009) incorporated undesirable outputs and non-discretionary inputs simultaneously into a DEA model and analysed the performance of Chinese coal-fired power plants. Recently, Farzipoor Saen (2010b) proposed a model for supplier selection in the presence of both undesirable outputs and imprecise data. In his paper, defective Parts Per Million (PPM) is used as an undesirable output.
Nevertheless, in traditional treatments of undesirable outputs in DEA, while each DMU is free to decide which outputs and inputs to emphasise, it is common to have many DMUs that are relatively efficient. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a cross-efficiency model, which is able to consider undesirable outputs.
However, none of the above-mentioned references deal with undesirable outputs in a cross-efficiency evaluation context. The above-mentioned discussions make it more reasonable to model the cross-efficiency formulation of DEA to consider undesirable outputs.
Proposed method
Cross-efficiency evaluation has been used in various applications, e.g., efficiency evaluations of nursing homes (Sexton et al., 1986) , Research and Development (R&D) project selection (Oral et al., 1991) , preference voting (Green et al., 1996) , ranking of countries at the summer Olympics games ) and customer value analysis .
To the best of the knowledge of authors, there is not any reference that uses cross-efficiency model and undesirable outputs, simultaneously. The input-oriented CCR (Charnes et al., 1978) Defective PPM is one of the criteria that is used in this paper to evaluate suppliers. The way to treat this factor in DEA is to consider it as an undesirable output. 
Table 1 presents a simple numerical example involving 10 DMUs, with a single input, a desirable output and an undesirable output, which reveals a problem in the CCR version of Seiford and Zhu (2002) model. Note that this problem occurs owing to the arbitrariness of v. That is, when we translate the original data of undesirable output with different amounts of v and run Model (3), the classification of the DMUs as weak-efficient or inefficient remains, but the efficiency score of each inefficient unit is distorted. As Zhu and Cook (2007) discussed, the translation invariance property allows the envelopment form of many DEA models to translate inputs or outputs data without any difference between the results of translated data and original data. However, the envelopment form of the input (output)-oriented CCR model is not translation invariant with respect to either outputs or inputs. The efficiency scores defined in Model (3) with v = 15 and v = 20 are reported in Table 1 . It can be easily seen that the results obtained by v = 15 and v = 20 are different from each other and it reduces the validity of the model. Therefore, the strategy of Seiford and Zhu (2002) to change undesirable outputs to desirable outputs has a limitation; i.e., before using any model, the translation invariance property of the model should be viewed first. Figure 1 demonstrates lack of translation invariance property of Model (2) graphically. In Figure 1 , DMU D has the input-oriented CCR efficiency OR/OD, which is the distance of DMU D from the efficiency frontier constructed by efficient unit B. Since OR/OD is equal to the objective function of Model (2), OR/OD = θ = 1.6/5. This ratio is not invariant when we translate input values by deducting a unity from them. Now, efficiency frontier shifts to the left and input-oriented CCR efficiency of DMU D′ , DMU D after translation, becomes OR′/OD′ = θ = 0.8/4, which is the distance of DMU D′ from the efficiency frontier constructed by efficient unit B′. Since θ ≠ θ′, the input-oriented CCR model is not translation invariant with respect to inputs. Notice that similar process can be done to show Model (3) is not translation invariant with respect to either outputs or inputs. Therefore, the strategy of Seiford and Zhu (2002) to change undesirable outputs to desirable outputs cannot be used in the CCR Model.
Therefore, following Korhonen and Luptacik (2004) , Yang and Pollitt (2009) and Mahdiloo et al. (2011 Mahdiloo et al. ( , 2012 , undesirable outputs are included like inputs into the CCR Model (Model 1), which do not suffer from the above-mentioned problem. Suppose that there are n homogeneous DMUs each consuming m inputs and producing p outputs. The outputs corresponding to indices 1, 2, …, k are desirable and the outputs corresponding to indices k + 1, k + 2, …, p are undesirable outputs. It is preferred to produce desirable outputs as much as possible and not to produce undesirable ones. Let 
is decomposed where matrix y g stands for desirable outputs (good) and matrix y b stands for undesirable outputs (bad). The vector y j is decomposed into two parts, i.e., 
At this juncture, to create a unique ordering among the efficient DMUs and to eliminate unrealistic weighting schemes in Model (4), we develop the cross-efficiency form of this model. For each DMU o (o = 1, …, n), in Model (4), we can obtain a set of optimal weights (multipliers)
Using these sets of weights, the cross-efficiency for any DMU j (j = 1, …, n) is then calculated as: 
where E oj shows the relative efficiency of DMU j with optimal weights for inputs and outputs of DMU o . One can compute the average of the efficiencies in each column to get a measure of how the DMUs associated with the column are rated by the rest of the DMUs. Good operating practices are more likely to be exhibited by relatively efficient DMUs offering high average efficiencies in their associated columns in the cross-efficiency matrix. Since Model (4) will be run n times for n DMUs, respectively, each DMU will get n efficiency scores, which construct an n ×n matrix, called cross-efficiency matrix. For DMU j (j = 1, …, n), the average of all E oj (o = 1, …, n), namely
can be used as an efficiency measure for DMU j , and will be referred to as the cross-efficiency score for DMU j .
The non-uniqueness of the DEA optimal weights possibly reduces the usefulness of the cross-efficiency, which considers undesirable outputs. To overcome this problem, Doyle and Green (1994) suggested the use of aggressive and benevolent cross evaluation. A cross evaluation is aggressive/benevolent in the sense that it selects a set of weights, which not only maximise the efficiency of a particular DMU under evaluation, but also minimise/maximise the efficiencies of all other DMUs in some sense. We develop the aggressive formulation of Model (4) and present it as Model (7). Note that the benevolent formulation has the same set of constraints except that the objective function is maximised. 
where E oo is the efficiency of DMU o obtained from Model (4).
Numerical example
To demonstrate the application of the proposed model in supplier ranking context, the data set for this study is partially taken from Farzipoor Saen (2010a). The inputs for selecting suppliers include Total Cost of shipments (TC) and Number of Shipments per month (NS). The desirable outputs utilised in the study are Number of shipments to arrive On Time (NOT) and Number of Bills received from the supplier without errors (NB), and Defective PPM is considered as an undesirable output. Table 2 shows the data set for 18 suppliers. Table 3 illustrates the efficiency scores of suppliers, using Model (4), and their ranking results. In this model, each supplier seeks to maximise its efficiency score by choosing a set of optimal weights for all inputs and outputs. In this evaluation, the best suppliers are suppliers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 14, 15 and 18, which their efficiency scores equal to unity.
As you see, Model (4) cannot give a complete ranking and there are ties among eight efficient suppliers. Therefore, we used Model (7) to derive the suppliers' cross-efficiency score and their complete ranking. Table 5 shows the cross-efficiency matrix. Table 4 displays the supplier's final efficiency scores and final rankings derived by cross-efficiency approach. As the last column of Table 4 depicts, supplier 3 is the most efficient supplier and is the first candidate for selection. To demonstrate how Models (4) and (7) are run, samples of these models for supplier #1 have been presented in Appendix 1.
Managerial implications
The selection and maintenance of an effective supply base is one of the most important objectives in SCM (Azadeh and Alem, 2010) . However, sometimes in suppliers' evaluation problem, there may exist some criteria that should be considered as undesirable outputs. In accordance with the global environmental conservation awareness, undesirable outputs of productions and social activities, e.g., air pollutants and hazardous wastes, are being increasingly recognised as dangerous and undesirable (Cooper et al., 2007) . In performance evaluation of the suppliers' problem in which some outputs are undesirable, classical DEA models cannot be used because of the requirement that inputs have to be minimised and outputs have to be maximised (Mahdiloo et al., , 2012 . In addition, to get a complete ranking among suppliers and also eliminate unrealistic weighting schemes among them, this paper proposes a cross-efficiency formulation of DEA, which can treat undesirable outputs. Thus, the proposed model can help managers or decision-makers make a more accurate judgement. This is the advantage that the traditional methods cannot have.
Concluding remarks
Firms are using effective SCM to support their multiple manufacturing goals such as flexibility, cost, quality and delivery (Wacker, 1996) . Supplier selection is used to describe various phenomena in SCM. The purpose of supplier selection is to determine the optimal supplier who can offer the best products or services for the customer and become a part of the organisation's supply chain (Ebrahim et al., 2009) . In this paper, DEA as a multiple criteria decision-making tool is used to evaluate suppliers. In applying DEA, we discussed about a particular situation in which some factors play the role of undesirable outputs. To derive a complete ranking of suppliers and eliminate unrealistic weighting schemes among DMUs, the cross-efficiency formulation of undesirable output was developed. Some of the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• the proposed model evaluates suppliers in a multi criteria context
• supplier selection is a straightforward process carried out by the proposed model • the proposed model considers undesirable outputs for supplier selection
• to achieve the peer appraisal of suppliers instead of their self-appraisal, the cross-efficiency model, which considers undesirable outputs, is developed.
However, the limitation of suggested model in this paper is radial assumption of the model. In DEA, non-zero input and output slacks are more likely to reveal themselves after the radial efficiency score improvement. Often, the non-zero slack values reveal a considerable amount of inefficiency. Consequently, to fully measure the inefficiency in DMUs performance, it is essential to consider the inefficiency represented by the non-zero slacks in the presence of undesirable outputs with regard to cross-efficiency method.
The problem considered in this study is at the initial stage of investigation and further researches can be done based on the results of this paper. Some of them are as follows:
• Similar research can be repeated in the presence of imprecise data and fuzzy data.
• Similar research can be repeated in the presence of stochastic data.
• This study used the proposed model for supplier ranking context. It seems that more fields (e.g., technology ranking, personnel ranking, market ranking, etc.) can be applied. 
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